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Coburn Technologies Welcomes Brandie Shaw as New National Sales 
Manager 

 
SOUTH WINDSOR, CT – Coburn Technologies, Inc. is pleased to announce the appointment of 
industry veteran Brandie Shaw as its new national sales manager. Shaw, who joined Coburn in 
February, is responsible for leading the US sales team, implementing new sales and planning tools, 
and establishing product line strategies to ensure continued revenue growth and market share 
gains.  She reports to Wayne Labrecque, Vice President of Sales.    
  
Labrecque stated, “With over 25 years in the trade, Brandie brings us a wealth of industry and 
product knowledge as well as solid sales experience.  Her sales process expertise and supportive 
nature are a sure bet to help us further expand sales of our extensive line of products”. 
 
Prior to joining Coburn, Shaw worked for Briot USA as the sales manager, and was also responsible 
for sales activity in the NY Metropolitan area for finishing and diagnostic equipment. Previously she 
had been in other sales and sales management positions with Platinum Lens, Davis Vision and 
Luxottica Eyewear.  Shaw is an accomplished speaker and sales trainer, and has been responsible 
for developing and executing product launches, marketing presentations and continuing education 
seminars in addition to her sales roles. 
 
“I am impressed by Coburn Technologies’ sales team and its expansive offering of some of the most 
innovative and dependable equipment on the market today,” Shaw stated. She further remarked: 
“Coburn is highly regarded in the optical industry and it is my hope that I can be a resource to the 
team to develop even stronger relationships with our customers and business partners.” 
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About Coburn Technologies 
Coburn Technologies (http://www.coburntechnologies.com) is a new company continuing a 60 
year tradition as a leading provider of integrated optical lens processing systems. Coburn 
manufactures and services a complete series of equipment, software and supplies used in surfacing 
prescriptions in lens blanks, coating lenses, and machining lenses to fit patient frames as well as 
distribution of refractory and patient diagnostic equipment. Coburn Technologies is American 
owned and globally headquartered in South Windsor, Connecticut USA. 
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